talk about

Sedus talk about
There is no magic about speed.
Sedus talk about responds to the
most diverse requirements with
short reconfiguration times, which
combine two systems in one go:
folding, individual table legs can be
fixed into place with a simple turn,
while the T-leg folds down even
faster. Both variants can be linked
with sectors and interconnecting
tops without the need for tools and
with no tedious tightening of screws.
Designed by: bert&bert

Media box with
individual connection
possibilities

Cable channel and cable
clips for optimal cable
management

Cable tubing for vertical
cable routing

Anthracite modesty
panels can be used
as screens

Castors allow greater
mobility

Individual tables with
removable legs

Individual tables with
folding legs

Individual tables with
folding T-leg

Fast link system for
joining individual tables
with a plastic clip

Connection of
individual tables and
interconnecting tops

The recyclability, quality
and timeless design of our
products are a key part
of the environmental
protection philosophy
at Sedus.
www.sedus.com
Individual tables with
folding legs for swift
assembly and disassembly

Individual tables and
interconnecting tops
Square, rectangular and trapezoidal
individual tops and additional sectors
can be combined to create the most
diverse range of configurations.
Tailored to the room layout, the
number of participants and the
communication demands, the
required table arrangement can
be configured quickly and without
the need for tools. The rectangular
tables with a folding column leg
frame can also be linked up,
providing greater flexibility and
optimal leg space.

Configuration examples
(On a scale of 1:100)

Tables with a 4-leg frame

Dimensions (in mm)

Height

700 x 700
800 x 800

1400 x 700
1400 x 800
1600 x 800

1400/700 x 700
1600/800 x 800

1400 x 700
1600 x 800

720

720

720

720

Interconnecting tops
Sectors

Dimensions (in mm)

700 x 700
800 x 800

1400 x 700
1400 x 800
1600 x 800

1400/700 x 700
1600/800 x 800

Angle

Folding table
with T-leg

Dimensions (in mm)

Height

Table with folding T-leg

700
800

700
800

700
800

45°

60°

90°

Round table
Standing table

1400 x 700
1400 x 800
1600 x 800
720

Transport trolley

Dimensions (ø)

800
1100

800

Height

720

1060

Round table
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